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Continuous ECGmonitoring can play an important role in the rapid detection of pathological signatures and arrhythmias. Current
systems use electrodes with limitations in wearable long-term applications and spatial selectivity. In this work, two sizes of textile
concentric ring electrodes (TCRE42 and TCRE50) were developed and tested for monitoring cardiac activity. The low-cost devices
were found to be easy to implement and to potentially have the advantages of textile electrodes for being lightweight, stretchable,
adjustable, washable, and long-lasting. Both TCREs yielded similar signal detectability of different ECG waves. The optimal P wave
recording area (OPA) for detecting signals was on the upper right chest. Although the absolute signal amplitude of TCRE records
was smaller than that of lead II, normalized amplitude in the OPA is similar for T wave and higher for P wave. The TCREs also
allowed better analysis of P wave morphology and were able to detect more right and left atrial depolarization waves. TCRE48
showed slightly better detectability, normalized amplitude, and spatial selectivity than TCRE50 within the OPA. The authors
consider the TCRE suitable for use in ubiquitous mobile health care systems, especially for atrial activity monitoring and diagnosis.

1. Introduction

Measurement of electrophysiological signals is crucial for
monitoring bodily states and facilitating clinical diagnoses.
Of all the vital signs, the electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most
important, since it is the primary diagnostic tool for cardio-
vascular diseases, the first cause of death in developed coun-
tries. The analysis of the different cardiac waves in the ECG
signals is of major importance; the P wave represents the
depolarization wave that spreads from the sinoatrial node
throughout the atria; the QRS complex represents ventricular
depolarization, while the T wave represents ventricular repo-
larization. The ECG provides information on heart rate and
electrical conduction in the heart, which enables the diagno-
sis of a wide range of cardiac pathologies, such as sinus tachy-
cardia or bradycardia, bundle branch block, AV blocks, or

atrial/ventricular fibrillation, which can be dangerous or even
cause sudden death [1].

Diagnosis is usually by analyzing 12-lead ECG short-
term records in clinics with benchtop equipment and wet
disc electrodes. The most commonly used electrode for
ECGmonitoring is a gel-type silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl)
electrode. However, as some pathologies require extended
monitoring during the patient’s normal activities, interest
in mobile and long-termmonitoring has grown for diagnosis,
screening, risk assessment, prevention, and rehabilitation [2].
Wet electrodes are limited in their long-term use because
they can irritate the skin. A conductive gel is a significant
drawback as it can dry out over time, increasing contact
impedance and losing signal quality [3]. Dry ECG electrodes
have emerged as an alternative for long-term ECG monitor-
ing. They do not need gel but operate through natural body
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moisture and perspiration [4]. The simplest dry electrode is a
metal disc in direct contact with the skin, but its use is limited
due to its stiffness and the fact that it can cause skin irritation.
Dielectric materials between the electrode conductor and
skin make it possible to use noncontact dry electrodes based
on capacitive coupling. These are similar to dry contact elec-
trodes and are also sensitive to motion artifacts but show bet-
ter behavior in terms of less skin irritation [5]. One of the
newest electrodes is made of conductive textile, with the
advantage of being lightweight, flexible, stretchable, adjust-
able, washable, and long-lasting and does not cause skin irri-
tation [6]. These electrodes are now becoming more popular
because they are easy to use and cause minimal discomfort to
the wearer. A number of proposals to embed these electrodes
in normal clothing have produced promising results [7–9].

However, the standard 12-lead ECG also has limitations
in diagnosing pathologies related to regions of anomalous
local electrical activity, such as ventricular ischemia, atrial
hypertrophies, or atrial flutter, requiring invasive electro-
physiology, which involves significant risks for the patient
and lengthens the diagnosis time [10]. This is due to the poor
spatial resolution of conventional disc and rectangular elec-
trodes, which are affected by the blurring effects of the differ-
ent conductivities in the conductor. Spatial resolution is
associated with the ability to differentiate the activity of
dipole sources in different areas. Other configurations of
electrode layouts and shapes are needed for better spatial res-
olution. To deal with this issue, modified electrode designs
based on concentric ring electrodes (CREs) have been
applied to several bioelectric signal recording and analysis,
such as electrocardiographic (ECG) [11–15], electroentero-
graphic (EEnG) [16], and electrohysterographic (EHG)
signals [17]. The concentric ring design is a physical approx-
imation to the Laplacian filter, which is the second spatial
derivative of the measured potentials and essentially assigns
more weight to changes in bioelectric dipoles under measure-
ment points, to enable better differentiation between concur-
rent, closely spaced dipole sources [14]. CREs have been
shown to be more effective at increasing spatial resolution
than merely increasing the number of electrodes in an
array, as in conventional body surface potential mapping
[18]. This enhanced spatial resolution is of great interest
in studying atrial activity, since there are fewer cardiac cells
involved in atrial than ventricular activities. In fact, atrial
fibrillation is the typical example of an arrhythmia in which
a standard 12-lead ECG is insufficient to guide clinical
management [19].

So far, CREs have been built on rigid substrates [12, 20,
21] or flexible substrates such as polyester films [14, 16, 17]
or polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer [22].We recently
produced a CRE on a textile that can potentially benefit from
the combination of long-term recording with high spatial res-
olution [23]. This initial experience showed it was possible to
pick up cardiac activity with textile CRE (TCRE) and that sil-
ver inks performed better than PEDOT:PSS inks. The aim of
the present work was to use this sensor to further explore
the possibility of detecting and studying the different cardiac
waves, with the emphasis on the P wave, and to analyze the
influence of the size and position of the TCRE on the results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Textile Concentric Ring Electrodes (TCREs). Two sets of
TCREs of two different sizes were designed, developed, and
tested in the present work. The TCREs were integrated in
elastic strips for adaptation to the body surface. Each strip
had two TCREs of the same size with centers separated by
12 cm. The TCREs were made up of an inner disc and an
outer ring (Table 1). The TCRE’s external diameter was
similar to the distance between the surface of the chest
and the heart (between 3.5 and 5.0 cm) [19]. Compared to
other CRE developed onto plastic substrates and used for
picking up ECG signals in wet recordings (using electrolytic
gel) [14], TCRE recording areas were increased in order to
reduce the electrode impedance considering the signals
recorded by TCRE under dry conditions (without electro-
lytic gel) [23].

Applying conductive patterns to textiles can be achieved
by microcontact embedded electrodes, inkjet printing, and
screen printing [24]. Conductive patterns of thin stainless
steel, copper, or other metal wires are embroidered onto
textile fabrics [25]. Screen printing is a popular method due
to its relatively low cost and became possible by the devel-
opment of polymer-based inks, which allow low curing
temperatures compatible with textile substrates [26]. TCRE
electrodes were thus produced using multilayer thick film
serigraphic technology [23]. The screen for the conductors
was a 230-mesh polyester material (PET 1500 90/230-48,
Sefar, Thal, Switzerland), and the screen for the dielectric
layer was a 175-mesh polyester material (PET 1500 68/175-
64 PW, Sefar). An UV film Dirasol 132 (Fujifilm, Tokyo,
Japan) was used to transfer the stencil to the screen mesh.
The final screen thickness was 10μm for the conductor
screen and 15μm for the dielectric screen. The patterns were
transferred to the screen by aUV light source. As for themate-
rials: Mediatex TT ACQ 120μm textile (Junkers & Muellers
GmbH, Mönchengladbach, Germany) was chosen for the
substrate, C2131014D3 silver ink 59.75% (Gwent Group,
Pontypool, UK) as the conductive ink, and D2081009D6
polymer dielectric (Gwent Group, Pontypool, UK) as the
dielectric ink. The electrical connection of the CREs with
the measuring system was a snap fastener in each terminal
of the electrodes, as shown in Figure 1. Further physical
and electrical characterization, that is, final layer thickness,
magnitude and phase of the impedance, and skin-electrode
impedance, can be found at [23].

2.2. Recording Protocol. Nine recording sessions were per-
formed on healthy male subjects aged between 21 and 43
years of age, with body mass indexes between 19.6 and
27.47 kg/m2, thoracic contour between 81 and 119 cm, and
an internipple distance ranging from 19 to 29 cm. The study
was approved by the Universtitat Politècnica de València’s
Ethics Committee, and the Declaration of Helsinki was
adhered to. The volunteers were previously informed of the
nature of the study, briefed on the recording protocol, and
signed a consent form.

The recording sessions were carried out with the sub-
jects lying on a stretcher. They were asked to relax and
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remain motionless to avoid fluctuations on the body sur-
face electrocardiographic recordings due to changes in
the heart position. Firstly, to reduce skin-contact imped-
ance, the skin under the electrodes was previously exfoli-
ated (Nuprep, Weaver and Company, USA) and shaved
if necessary. Two disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes (Kendall
100 Series Foam Electrodes, Medtronic, USA) were posi-
tioned on the left ankle and right wrist to obtain a stan-
dard lead II ECG signal, with a ground electrode on the
right ankle.

To study the influence of the electrode position and to
determine the best area to capture atrial activity, signals were
recorded on a grid (see Figure 2) by two TCREs on elastic
strips on the right of the subject vertically aligned with the
right nipple, 8.5 cm above and 4.5 cm below it, respectively
(see Figure 2). We adjusted the elastic strip so as to apply a
light pressure to the dry TCRE and yield good electrode to
skin contact. Subsequently, four bipolar concentric ECG sig-
nals (BC-ECG) (one per TCRE) and the standard lead II ECG
signal were simultaneously recorded for 2 minutes with the
subject at rest. The bands were then horizontally moved in
steps of 2 cm, until the entire area between the nipples was
recorded, with between 6 and 8 recordings per subject per
strip. The same scan was repeated twice more with down-
ward vertical displacements of 2 cm each (see Figure 2). This
process yielded between 72 and 96 recording points per sub-
ject and was performed for both electrode sizes (TCRE50 and
TCRE42).

Commercial instrumentation amplifiers (Grass Tech-
nologies P511, AstroNova Inc., West Warwick, RI, USA)
performed the signal conditioning of the four simulta-
neous BC-ECGs and lead II ECG signals. Signals were
band-pass (0.1–100Hz) and power line (50Hz) filtered
and then acquired at a 1000Hz sampling frequency
(USB NI-6229 BNC National Instrument acquisition card,
Austin, TX).

2.3. ECG Analysis. The signals were digitally high-pass fil-
tered with a linear-phase FIR filter with a cutoff frequency
of 0.3Hz to diminish baseline drift, and notch filter at

100Hz to attenuate power line harmonics. The first step in
the ECG analysis was to obtain the ECG average beat for each
recording position and subject; the Pan-Tompkins algorithm
[27] was used for beat detection.

The electrocardiographic waves (P, QRS, T) were identi-
fied in the average beats. An experienced cardiologist deter-
mined if each wave was distinguishable (detected) or not.
To determine the optimal recording area for picking up atrial
activity with TCRE, the chest was divided into four areas, as
shown in Figure 2. These were the upper and lower right
areas (from the chest midline to the right above and below
the nipple, resp.) and the upper and lower left areas (from
the chest midline to the left above and below the nipple,
resp.). Subsequently, the recording site percentage detectabil-
ity (RSPD) for the different ECG waves (P, Q, R, S, and T) in
each area and the global recording area was worked out for
each subject. The area that provided the highest mean P wave
detectability was selected as the optimal P wave recording
area (OPA).

Absolute and normalized peak-to-peak amplitude of
cardiac waves at each recording site was also computed to
further characterize and compare BC-ECGs. Median and
interquartile values of absolute amplitude over all the
recorded positions on each subject were calculated to obtain
information on signal intensity and variability. The normal-
ized amplitude is relevant since it provides information on
the ability to analyze the morphology of each wave for clin-
ical diagnosis. Parameters related to normalized amplitudes
(or amplitude ratios) of the cardiac waves have been exten-
sively used in the literature for different aims, ranging from
biometric recognition systems to developing new diagnostic
algorithms [28, 29]. In the present work, peak-to-peak
amplitudes of P and T waves were normalized to those of
the whole average beat, that is, QRS in almost all cases.
The median and maximum normalized amplitudes of the
P and T waves were calculated over all the recorded posi-
tions on each subject. The absolute and normalized ampli-
tudes of cardiac waves from lead II were also computed to
compare the performance of TCREs with traditional cardiac
sensing methods.

The capacity of TCRE to provide additional information
on atrial activity to that from common disc electrodes was
studied, especially the possibility of discriminating the elec-
trical activity associated with the right and left atria in BC-
ECG and lead II signals.

In order to assess the spatial selectivity of TCRE50 and
TCRE42 in picking up cardiac activity, we used the SSw
parameter. This was worked out for each cardiac wave as
the average of the ratios of the absolute amplitude at one
recording site and the four neighboring sites, as follows [12]:

SSw x0, y0 = PP x0, y0 /PP x−1, y0 + PP x0, y0 /PP x+1, y0 + PP x0, y0 /PP x0, y−1 + PP x0, y0 /PP x0, y+1
4 ,

1

Table 1: Dimensions and distances of the TCREs.

Parameter TCRE50 TCRE42

Inner disc diameter (mm) 16 16

Ring internal diameter (mm) 36 28

Ring external diameter (mm) 50 42

Distance (between discs’ centers) (mm) 120 120
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where PP is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the P, QRS, or T
waves in the average beat at location x0, y0 and its four
adjacent average beats. Since the computation of this param-
eter requires records above and below the x0, y0 , it was only
computed for the central recording rows above and below the
nipples (see Figure 2). This could not be computed for the
first and last recording sites (columns) in this row. The aver-
age spatial selectivity was then computed for each subject.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the average beats of body surface BC-ECG
mapping obtained from one subject using TCRE50, depicted
with the same amplitude scale for all the recording positions.
It can be seen that the maximum amplitude of the BC-ECG
signals is usually found in the third and fourth rows, in the

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: View of the elastic strip with silver concentric ring electrode TCRE42 (a) and silver concentric ring electrode TCRE50 (b). TCREs
incorporated in an adjustable belt (c).
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Figure 2: Grid of recording sites over the chest. Each dot represents a TCRE recording site. Horizontal and vertical distances between
recording sites are indicated.

0.5 mV
1 sec

Figure 3: Body surface BC-ECG mapping obtained from subject
number 1 using the TCRE50 electrode with the average beat at the
different recording positions depicted in the same scale.
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recording positions from the median line to the left nipple
(see Figure 3). The BC-ECG signals recorded at the first 5
points on the right in the sixth row tended to have a very
low amplitude. This could be expected since the TCRE was
quite far from the signal source and is in agreement with
the findings of other authors [12]. The bipolar TCRE far-
field rejection is proportional to the inverse fourth power of
the distance between the signal wavefront and the electrode
center [30]. Thus, the greater the distance from the ventricle,
the greater the attenuation of the QRS complex. Nonetheless,
the current signal conditioning and acquisition systems pro-
vide good quality signals for a wide range of input signal
amplitudes such as those used in this study.

In fact, as clinical devices usually represent ECGs on a
grid with adjustable vertical (and horizontal) scales for dif-
ferent traces, the use of autoscaled plots clinically makes
sense. Figure 4 shows signals of Figure 3 with autoscaled ver-
tical scales. It can be observed that, despite the low ampli-
tude of the raw signal, both the QRS complex and T wave
can be easily identified in all the recording positions. This
outperforms other systems that failed to detect ECG fiducial
points (P, QRS, T waves) using PEDOT:PSS rectangular-
shaped electrodes dip-coated in polyester substrate [31].
The authors claim that this failure was due to the lower
quantity of PEDOT:PSS absorbed by polyester and the high
contact impedance between the skin and the polyester elec-
trode [31]. In the present study, the screen-printed silver
electrode probably provided better skin-electrode imped-
ance, thus obtaining a high-quality ECG signal. The P wave
was only detected in the BC-ECG signal recorded at 38 of
the 84 recording positions on this subject (shaded green in
Figure 4), which are distributed in an area far removed from
the ventricle. It seems that in these areas, the proportional
attenuation of ventricular activity is higher than that of the
atrial activity, resulting in an area of enhanced P wave sens-
ing, probably due to the relatively longer distance from the
different cardiac signal sources.

The different ECG waves’ RSPD of all the BC-ECG
recording sites and each of the 4 predefined areas is shown
in Table 2. It can be seen that TCRE50 and TCRE42 pro-
vided similar RSPD values for the different ECG waves.
The QRS complex associated with ventricle depolarization
can easily be recorded in any position, with 100% detectabil-
ity for both TCREs. The T wave associated with the repolar-
ization of the ventricle was present in the ECG signal
acquired at almost all the recording points and was identifi-
able in 97% of the cases. However, the P wave associated
with atrial depolarization was only detected in 41% of the
recording sites by both TCREs. The detectability values of
cardiac waves obtained in the present work are slightly
higher than those obtained by other authors using CREs
[14]. This may be related to various factors; firstly, the textile
TCRE inherently provided better skin-electrode contact than
CREs implemented on Melinex ST506 (plastic substrate)
[14]. Furthermore, the adjustable belt used in the present
study may also exert additional pressure and so may further
improve skin-electrode contact, while the larger contact area
of the TCRE poles than the CRE [14] may also contribute to
better contact.

No significant differences were found for the QRS com-
plex and T wave detectability between the ECG wave RSPD
in the 4 predefined areas. However, P wave detection varied
widely in different areas. The RSPD results show a generali-
zation of what was observed in Figure 3. Detectability on
the left side was poor, almost null for the lower area and
slightly better in the upper area. In the right lower area, the
P wave was detected in about 50% of the sites, with better
performance in the right upper area (86% and 88% for
TCRE50 and TCRE42, resp.). This area was thus defined as
the optimal P wave recording area (OPA) for further analysis.
These results agree with a previous study that found BC-ECG
recorded at CMV1 had a superior performance at picking up
atrial activity when comparing the signal detectability at four
predetermined positions: CMV1 (position comparable to
V1), CMV2, CMV4R, and CMV5 [14].

Table 3 shows the absolute and normalized amplitude
statistics of the different ECG waves for both BC-ECG and
lead II records. In general, the BC-ECG signal amplitude
exhibited high variability, not only in the same position
among the different subjects but also among the different
recording points in the same subject (as can be seen in
Figure 3). This latter can be seen in the interquartile range

Figure 4: Body surface BC-ECG mapping obtained from subject
number 1 using the TCRE50 electrode with the average beat at the
different recording positions depicted in autoscale. The green
areas are the recording sites in which the P wave was detected in
this subject.

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of the recording site
percentage detectability of the ECG waves of all the recording sites
(global) and for the 4 predefined areas when using both TCREs.

Electrode Wave
Global
(%)

Right
upper

area (%)

Left
upper
area
(%)

Right
lower

area (%)

Left
lower
area
(%)

TCRE50

P 41± 11 86± 14 17± 12 52± 29 2± 5
QRS 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0
T 97± 3 100± 0 99± 2 92± 11 98± 4

TCRE42

P 41± 12 88± 8 22± 10 41± 29 6± 13
QRS 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0 100± 0
T 96± 3 98± 3 98± 4 95± 6 96± 6
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value of the amplitude, which was of the same order of mag-
nitude or even greater than the median value. One cause of
the high variability in the BC-ECG signal amplitude can be
differences in the pressure exerted by the elastic strip used
to assure good electrode-skin contact [32]. In future studies,
we intend to carry out measures to control this factor. This
has been explored in other works in the literature either with
direct measures [33] or through the use of inflatable vests/
cuffs in which the electrodes are embedded, allowing the pre-
cise control of the pressure exerted [25]. Nevertheless, the
signal amplitude acquired using both TCREs was typically
much smaller than that of lead II for all the ECG waves. This
was to be expected, since the distance between the outer ring
and the central disc was much shorter than the distance
across the body between the lead II electrodes. This result
agrees with other authors who simultaneously recorded a
standard 12-lead ECG signal and BC-ECG signals using
CRE [15, 18, 12]. TCRE50 recorded a higher median signal
amplitude than TCRE42, confirming that signal amplitude
is dependent on interpole distance. The median amplitude
of different ECG waves obtained from the TCREs was similar
to that obtained by other authors that used CRE with outer
diameters ranging from 21.6 to 45.6mm [15]. As expected,
the P wave amplitude acquired using both TCREs was very
low (median value ~ 11μV), which can be a challenge for
the signal conditioning system. In the optimal recording area,
the median value of P wave amplitude was slightly higher,
with a lower interquartile range than that obtained from all
the tested recording points.

As for the normalized P and T wave amplitudes com-
puted from all the recording positions, TCREs generally
provide similar values to those of standard lead II, while the
maximum normalized BC-ECG amplitudes are at least twice
as large as those of lead II. This suggests that this ratio, and
thus the “contrast” with which the cardiac waves can be

observed, is highly dependent on the TCRE recording posi-
tion. In the P wave optimal recording area (POPA), the
median normalized amplitude value was almost double that
of all the recording sites and slightly higher than that of lead
II. This agrees with other authors who compared the normal-
ized amplitude of BC-ECG signals acquired by CRE and
standard 12-lead ECG recording and obtained the highest
normalized amplitude at position V1 [14]. Wang et al. also
found that signals obtained by CRE maintain good contrast
for identifying P waves associated with atrial activity, the nor-
malized P wave amplitude being 13% for lead I and 18% for
the BC-ECG signal acquired using CRE at V1 [22]. Regarding
the influence of electrode size, TCRE42 provided higher
median and maximum normalized amplitude for both the
P and T wave than TCRE50, which suggests that it is easier
to identify and assess the morphology of these cardiac waves
with the smaller electrode.

Regarding the possibility of discriminating the electrical
activity associated with the right and left atria in BC-ECG
and lead II signals, the associated P1 and P2 cardiac waves
were identified in all the subjects by both TCRE50 and
TCRE42, although they were observed in only 6 of the 9 sub-
jects in standard lead II (see Figure 5). This suggests that both
TCREs offered superior performance than standard lead II in
the identification of local activity, which could be of great
importance in the diagnosis of pathologies such as atrial
hypertrophies or atrial flutter [10].

The average spatial selectivity computed from individual
subjects ranged from 0.75 to 3.07, which was of the same
order of magnitude as that obtained by Besio and Chen
[12]. The mean and standard deviation of the average spatial
selectivity for each TCRE size and cardiac wave are shown in
Table 4. Similar spatial selectivity values were obtained for
different ECG waves. In general, TCRE42 offers better spatial
selectivity than TCRE50, regardless of the ECG wave. This

Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of the absolute signal amplitude statistics (median and interquartile range) and normalized amplitude
statistics (median and maximum value) obtained using TCREs and lead II∗ (POPA refers to the P wave characteristics detected in the optimal
P wave recording area).

Absolute amplitude Normalized amplitude
Electrode Wave Median (μV) Interquartile range (μV) Median Maximum

TCRE50

P 11.2± 2.9 14.7± 8.8 0.09± 0.03 0.29± 0.13
POPA 11.5± 4.9 10.2± 6.2 0.14± 0.05 0.26± 0.11
QRS 158.2± 38.8 296.3± 193.5 — —

T 38.7± 11.0 75.4± 47.4 0.28± 0.06 0.76± 0.14

TCRE42

P 8.1± 2.1 9.9± 5.8 0.09± 0.03 0.32± 0.19
POPA 8.8± 3.3 7.9± 3.1 0.16± 0.07 0.32± 0.19
QRS 118.2± 32.6 190.3± 87.9 — —

T 30.6± 8.3 59.9± 37.1 0.30± 0.07 0.89± 0.22

Lead II

P 116.0± 29.2 — 0.12± 0.09 —

QRS 1182.9± 467.1 — — —

T 316.3± 139.2 — 0.28± 0.14 —
∗The constant location of lead II electrodes means some statistics have no practical meaning; these are indicated with dashes to avoid misinterpretation.
Similarly, a double dash is used for the normalized QRS amplitude statistic, which is always 1.
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was as expected, since the bigger the electrode, the wider the
recording area, thus the more the mutual information
between adjacent recording points and the less the signal
amplitude variability between them.

The results obtained suggested that the TCRE is suitable
for high spatial resolution ECG long-term recordings in a
comfortable manner. However, the study is not exempt from
limitations; firstly, relatively few subjects were involved,
which means the results should be further corroborated by
a larger database. A study should also be carried out on TCRE
biocompatibility, long-term wearability, reusability after
cleaning, sensitivity to perspiration, motion artifact immu-
nity, and cytotoxicity so as to adapt TCREs for mobile health-
care applications [34].

Other limitation of the present study is that it has been
performed exclusively in male volunteers. Results derived
from the study could be different in the case of women.
Gender-dependent differences in breast tissue and in electri-
cal substrate of the human heart could provoke different
results [35, 36]. Indeed, slight differences were found
between healthy males and females in the limb-lead ampli-
tudes (P, Q, R, S, and T). QRS and P-R duration was signif-
icantly shorter in women, and amplitudes (R, S, and T) in
precordial leads were significantly smaller [37]. The BMI of
the subjects could also affect the measurements [38], as well
as the age [39, 40]. In the present study, ECG recordings
were carried out in men volunteers with normal BMI and
in a fairly narrow age range (young adults). In future works,
we would deal to overcome this limitation (gender, BMI, and
ECG) analyzing how ECG signals recorded with CRE are
influenced by these issues and checking if the optimal area
for P wave recording is modified.

4. Conclusions

This paper describes two new textile concentric ring elec-
trodes (TCRE42 and TCRE50) and the results of tests on
their ability to sense cardiac activity as compared to standard
lead II. The proposed TCREs are easy to implement, can be
produced at little cost, and potentially have the advantages
of textile electrodes in terms of lightness, flexibility, adjust-
ability, washability, and long life.

Similar signal detectability was obtained by both TCREs
for different ECG waves. Based on P wave detectability in
BC-ECG recordings, the optimal P wave recording area
(OPA) was found to be on the right upper chest. Although
the absolute signal amplitude of BC-ECG was smaller than
that of lead II, BC-ECG presented a similar normalized T
wave amplitude and even higher P wave amplitude in the
OPA, allowing better analysis of its morphology. The right
and left atrial depolarization waves (P1 and P2) could also
be observed in more subjects in the TCRE recordings than
in the standard lead II ECG signals. The smaller electrode
(TCRE42) yielded slightly better detectability results, nor-
malized amplitude, and spatial selectivity than the TCRE50
in the OPA.

The authors consider that the proposed TCRE could be
used in the near future in ubiquitous mobile health care sys-
tems, especially for atrial activity monitoring and diagnosis.
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Figure 5: Average beats obtained from subject number 2. (a) Using TCRE50 in the OPA; (b) using TCRE42 in the OPA; (c) lead II.

Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of TCREs’ average spatial
selectivity for the different ECG waves.

TCRE50 TCRE42

P 1.39± 0.27 1.74± 0.53
QRS 1.49± 0.32 1.84± 0.38
T 1.68± 0.47 1.91± 0.74
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